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Vocabulary
 A) Fill the blanks with with appropriate word or phrase.
 1) It's a wild animal that lives in the sea, It's a .......... .
 2) The .......... pumps blood  through our body.
 3) I heard around 77 Iranian cheetahs are alive, but their number is going to .......... .
 4) Bacteria and viruses are two .......... type of microbes.
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B) Match colunms A and B.
                         A                                  B
5)                    save                            exercise
6)                    take                            nature
7)                    pay                             attention
8)                    daily                            care of
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C) Match the words with their definitions.
9) plasma
10) drop
11) forest
12) brain

a) a very small amount of liquid that falls in a round shape.
b) a piece of land covered with tree.
c) It is inside your head and controls your body.
d) The yellow liquid that carries the blood cells.
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D) Fill the blanks with givven words.
       moon, powerful, funny, cloudy
13) It's not .......... . Don't lough please!
14) The sky is cloudy. we cannot see the .......... tonight.
15) Daily exercise keeps us strong and .......... .
16) she looked at the .......... sky above the sea.
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E) Unscramble the following sentences.
17) lion, The, died out, persian, years, 75, ago, about.

18) hope, to, injured, save, They, the, animal.
5
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F) Choose the correct answer.
19) My new car is faster/ the fastest than my car.
20) This house is as expensive as/ the most expensive house in our town.
21) Today, (Iran/ iran)'s mountains and plains are the natural (Home / home) of many animals.
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 G) Reading
One of  the most wonderful parts of our body is blood. It is a red liquid that goes around our body to keep us
healthy and alive. In fact, it can go around our body, because our heart pumps it all the time. There are red
cells, white cells, plasma in blood. Each of them does a special job. Red cells carry oxygen and collect carbon
dioxide from body parts. White cells are like brave soldiers. They defend our body against microbes. Plasma is
a yellow liquid that carries blood cells. More than half of the blood is plasma.
22) What color is plasma?
  a) red          b) yellow          c)white
23) What is  the job of white cells?
 a) fighting with brave soldiers.
 b) collecting cabon dioxide.
 c) defending our body against Microbes.
24) There are only white cells in plasma.
          a)True          b) False
25) Plasma is in red cells.
          a)True          b) False
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Good luck to you..Count Of Questions: 7 Total Score: 16
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